of Ninety-Five and Ninety-Six, and several impromptu elevens have been placed upon the field. The '96 Civils have established one of the more recent course teams, and it is expected that lively games with Course II., '95, and Course VI. will result.

Manager Tillinghast has finally been enabled to establish a training table for almost the first time in the football history of Technology. Arrangements have been made at Priest's for serving the team with good wholesome food, and the following thirteen men were assigned: Beers, Coburn, Goudy, McCormick, Nesbit, Rawson, Rockwell, Smith, Swift, Thomas, Van Horn and Whiting. Men living at home have been allowed to continue as heretofore.

The annual cross-country run was held last Saturday afternoon, and proved to be the most successful hitherto. Wise, '96, the "dark horse," landed a winner, with Cummings, '96, a close second, and Rumery, '98, in third place. Following Rumery came Anderson, '96, Johnston, '96, Andrews, '96, Sellew, '97, Powers, '95, and Pillsbury, '98, in the order named. The field was well bunched to the turning point at Coolidge's Corner, Anderson rounding first. On the return home they began to stretch out, some on one side of Beacon Street and some on the other, until the Back Bay Fens was reached, when Wise and Anderson, by good generalship, found a shorter way than around the Clover Field, through Newbury Street into Boylston. As Wise turned from Hereford Street into the home stretch, Cummings and Rumery were at Massachusetts Avenue and Boylston Street, and only by a tremendous burst of speed had they a chance of overtaking Wise. As it was, Wise was less than three yards ahead of Cummings at the finish, and Rumery about thirty yards in the rear. The time was 31 minutes 16½ seconds, which is fair considering the muddy condition of the ground.

The Intercollegiate chess tournament will be held at the Harvard School, New York City.

A press club has recently been organized at Harvard by the editors of the several college publications.

One of the Vassar literaries recently debated the question, "Resolved, that the higher education unfit a man for matrimony."

Mr. Robert Cook's trip to England relative to having the Oxford crew meet Yale next spring will probably be successful.

Dartmouth has graduated forty college presidents, sixty members of Congress, two hundred college professors, and twenty-four governors.

At Rensselaer the annual Sophomore-Freshman cane rush was advertised. About 300 people witnessed the rush and the gate receipts amounted to about $20.

The Universities of Michigan and Chicago hope to make their annual Thanksgiving Day game correspond in importance to the Princeton-Yale game in the East.

The Harvard Athletic Association will hold six hare and hound runs, and a cross-country championship this fall. Two runs will take place each week, beginning on Wednesday.

Cross-country runs are held at the University of Pennsylvania three times a week. Two prize handicap runs will be held soon and representatives chosen for the cross-country run with Cornell, November 17th.